Toilet Paper Roll Party! - have child decorate the outside of a toilet paper roll with crayons, fill with kibble and/or treats, fold in the corners, then have child present it to the dog on the floor.

Food Scattering Party! - help child measure out kibble, then have them scatter the kibble on the grass, snuffle mat, or the floor.

Be a Tree or Freeze Dance (for puppies who chase or nip)! - have child run outside in a fully-fenced and safe environment, and when the puppy chases, have child stop, plant their feet, and fold in their branches. As soon as the puppy stops chasing and sits, have the child throw a treat party and scatter kibble and/or treats on the ground.

Bubble Party! - have child blow bubbles and watch the fun!

Treasure Hunt! - have child hide treats on the floor around a room without the dog present, then send in the dog to their treasure hunt! Depending upon your dog, your child may have to “hide” treats in plain sight, such as the middle of the floor, then place other treat treasures in easy-to-find places for the dog.